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Fluorescent probes for the detection of cyanide
ions in aqueous medium: cellular uptake and
assay for b-glucosidase and hydroxynitrile lyase†

Hridesh Agarwalla,a Monalisa Gangopadhyay,a Dharmendar Kumar Sharma,b

Santanu Kumar Basu,c Sameer Jadhav,c Arindam Chowdhury*b and Amitava Das*a

A chemodosimteric reagent (1) for the efficient detection of cyanide species (CN� and/or HCN) in aq.

medium as well as under physiological conditions has been described. Selective reaction of the cyanide

species with this reagent in the presence of all common interfering anions, amino acids and glutathione

(GSH) led to the generation of the corresponding cyanohydrin derivative. The formation of the

cyanohydrin derivative of the probe is associated with a visually detectable change in solution

fluorescence in aq. buffer medium with 1.9 mM NaCN, the threshold limit set by WHO for the safe drinking

water and this makes this fluorogenic sensor an ideal candidate for in-field applications. An apparent

switch on the luminescence response, ultralow detection limit, low response time, cell membrane

permeability and insignificant toxicity are key features of a probe molecule, which gives it a distinct edge

over previously reported chemodosimetric reagents for the detection of cyanide species (CN� or HCN) in

an aqueous environment. This methodology could be used for developing a generalized and efficient

fluorescence-based assay for crucial enzymes like b-glucosidase and hydroxynitrile lyase. Furthermore,

spectrally-resolved fluorescence microscopy measurements on single-cells revealed that this sensor

molecule could also be used for imaging the cellular uptake of cyanide species from aq. solution

contaminated with NaCN. Our results confirmed that statistical analysis of integrated intensity and

transition energy obtained from the emission spectra collected over various microscopic sub-cellular

regions can potentially be used to discriminate the effects of local cellular environments and that due

to cyanide detection.

Introduction

The design and synthesis of new chemosensors for the recogni-
tion of specific anions that have serious biological effects is of
immense importance for chemists and biologists who are active
in the area of diagnostics as well as in studies involving biological
and environmental events.1 Among various toxic anions, the
cyanide ion (CN�) is considered to be the most toxic and its
acute toxicity towards mammals primarily arises from its adverse
influences on the central nervous system.2 Cyanide primarily
binds to metallic cofactors in metalloenzymes, adversely influ-
encing the enzyme and cell function. It inhibits the activity of

Cytochrome-c oxidase and causes histotoxic hypoxia, which
further adds to the toxicity by reducing the unloading gradient
of oxyhemoglobin.3 Cyanide is also known to inhibit the activity
of enzymes like catalase, peroxidase, hydroxocobalamin, phos-
phatase, tyrosinase, ascorbic acid oxidase, xanthine oxidase,
and succinic dehydrogenase. These also contribute to cyanide’s
acute toxicity.4,5,9 Despite influences on living organisms,
cyanide is extensively used in various industries like metal gold
mining, electroplating, petrochemical, synthetic fibers and the
resin industry.6 Regardless of environmental consciousness, a
certain amount of this toxic ion escapes into the environment
either as water soluble cyanide species or as HCN. Some fruits
and vegetables such as cassava, lima beans, and bitter almond
also contain high levels of cyanogenic glycosides which are
potential sources of cyanide in the presence of certain enzymes
and can be lethal if not processed properly before consumption.7

The World Health Organization (WHO) has set the maximum
allowed cyanide contaminant in drinking water to be 1.9 mM.8

Due to its extreme physiological toxicities, a suitable reagent for
the efficient and preferential recognition of cyanide species in
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water, more specifically under physiological conditions, is a
fundamental requirement.9 If such a reagent allows the recogni-
tion process through a fluorimetric response, the option of using
such a probe molecule as an imaging reagent for the detection of
cellular uptake of cyanide species becomes a possibility.10

The most common approach for the recognition of CN� is
based on hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) interactions, which
often encounter interference from F�, OAc� and HPO4

2�/
PO4

3�.11 In general, such a methodology is suitable for studies
performed in non-aqueous medium and fails in aqueous med-
ium due to the high hydration energy of CN� (�339 kJ mol�1).
To get around this problem, researchers have adopted either
Mn+–CN� (Mn+ is metal ions) coordination or the chemodosi-
metric process, which involves enthalpy change that surpasses
the otherwise high solvation enthalpy of CN� in water.12 In the
chemodosimetric process, the nucleophilicity of cyanide has
been utilized for designing such reagents.13–16 The reduced
nucleophilicity of CN� due to its efficient solvation in aq.
medium generally retards its reactivity in aq. medium. Relatively
long reaction time and limited solubility of such reagents in
pure aqueous medium are the major bottlenecks for the use of
such reagents for any practical application. These limitations
leave a distinct scope for the development of an efficient
molecular probe for the detection of CN� and/or HCN in an
aqueous environment.

To address these limitations researchers have put effort in
designing new molecular probes that could show a fluores-
cence response upon reaction with CN� and/or HCN under
physiological conditions. The impact of such reagents will be
greater if they could be used as imaging reagents for the
detection of cellular uptake of cyanide species. Such reagents
could also be used to develop appropriate enzyme assay proto-
cols for synthesizing important industrial enzymes.17,18 Though
there are few reports on fluorescence on- based reagents for the
effective recognition of CN� and/or HCN in an aqueous environ-
ment and their use as imaging reagents,10 there are only two
literature reports on using such reagents for developing an
enzymatic assay.17 b-Glucosidase is an important enzyme that
plays an important role in a variety of fundamental biological
processes like liberation of aromatic compounds from glucosidic
precursors or detoxification of cyanogenic glycosides.19 b-Gluco-
sidase, obtained from bitter almond, is known to have three
different enzymes namely, amygdalin lyase, prunasin lyase and
hydroxynitrile lyase (HNL),20 each one is specific for one hydro-
lytic stage (vide infra). Thus, it is expected to release CN� and/or
HCN upon reacting with amygdalin ([O-b-D-gluco-pyranosyl-(1-6)-
b-D-glucopyranosyloxy]benzeneacetonitrile), an important cyano-
genic glycoside found in various fruits and seeds.21 Hydroxynitrile
lyases are a versatile group of enzymes, which play a significant
defensive role in plant systems against microbial attack and also
cause the release of HCN or CN� from biologically active cyano-
hydrin like mandelonitrile.20

In this article, we report a benzooxazine derivative 1 (Scheme 1)
as a chemodosimetric reagent for the effective detection of CN�

or HCN in aqueous medium under physiological conditions
without any interference from other competing anions, amino

acids and biothiols (e.g. cysteine, homocysteine and glutathione).
This reaction was found to be associated with a detectable change
in solution colour and fluorescence, upon formation of the
corresponding cyanohydrin derivative. A significant enhance-
ment in the blue-shifted luminescence intensity helped us
in the quantitative estimation of cyanide species under physio-
logical conditions and in using it as an imaging reagent for
the detection of cellular uptake of CN�. Short reaction time
(r10 min at RT), a detection limit (0.286 mM) that is lower than
the permitted level (1.9 mM) of cyanide in safe drinking as per
WHO norms, with a visually detectable change in solution
fluorescence for the naked eye detection of solution having
1.9 mM of CN� under physiological conditions, cell membrane
permeability and insignificant toxicity towards live cells give this
probe molecule a distinct edge over most other molecular sensors
reported to date for cyanide ions. Furthermore, we have also
reported the results of our studies for developing a generalized
assay for b-glucosidase and HNL based on a luminescence on
response. To the best of our knowledge there are only two
previous reports on the use of such molecular probes for devel-
oping enzymatic assay.17 The feasibility of using this reagent for
the imaging of cyanide uptake in cellular media was investigated
by spectrally-resolved fluorescence microscopy measurements.
Although conventional intensity based imaging may be inadequate
due to non-uniform intracellular partitioning of sensors, which can
result in a considerable spatial variation of intensities,22 we have
shown that it is essential to construct distributions of the two
spectral parameters, namely integrated intensities and transition
energies, using a large number of emission spectra acquired from
various microscopic sub-cellular regions in order to confirm HCN
and/or CN� detection.

Experimental section

All the basic chemicals, reagents and solvents used for this study
were of analytical grade and were purchased from commercial
suppliers and were used without prior purification, unless
mentioned otherwise relevant details are provided in the ESI.†
Details about the sample preparation, cell culture and instru-
mentation are also provided in the ESI.†

Results and discussion

Reagent 1 was prepared following a previously reported proce-
dure,23 with necessary modification (Scheme 1). Oxidation
of the methyl group with SeO2 yielded the desired product 1.
After initial purification of the reagent (1) by column chromato-
graphy, using ethyl acetate-petether (1 : 4, v/v) as an eluent and

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the synthesis of 1.
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silica gel (100–200 mesh size) as the stationary phase, reagent 1
was further purified by recrystallization from n-hexane to
ensure the desired purity. Appropriate characterization and
purity of the isolated compound were ascertained based on
the results of various analytical and spectroscopic (1H & 13C
NMR and ESI-Ms) studies. These are provided in the ESI.†

For the present study, typically solutions having an effective
concentration of 1.2 mM for CTAB and 10 mM for aq. HEPES
buffer with an effective solution pH of 7.2 were used. To 5 ml
of this solution, 20 mL of the stock solution of 1 (5.0� 10�3 M in
DMSO) was added and this solution was used for all the
spectroscopic studies, unless mentioned otherwise. The use
of such a micellar structure as ‘‘solubilizer’’ for organic mole-
cules in water is not uncommon in the literature and we have
adopted this ideology for our studies under physiological
conditions.24 The mean diameter of the CTAB micelles at the
above mentioned aq. buffer medium was 6.3 nm, while that
having reagent 1 trapped inside the hydrophobic cavity was
4.1 nm (ESI,† Fig. S21). The absorption spectrum of 1 (20 mM) in
an essentially aqueous HEPES buffer medium (aq. buffer :
DMSO of 250 : 1, v/v; pH 7.2) having 1.2 mM CTAB showed a
high energy band at 300 nm (e = 7.46 � 103 M�1 cm�1) and a
low energy band at 505 nm (e = 2.26 � 104 M�1 cm�1). The band
at 300 nm was attributed to a p–p* transition, whereas the band
at 505 nm was assigned to be an intra-molecular charge
transfer (CT) process involving dimethylamine as the donor
and the carbonyl group as an acceptor moiety. This solution
shows a weak emission (F = 0.009) when excited at 430 nm
(Fig. 1b). The electronic spectra of reagent 1 in identical solvent
medium were recorded in the absence and presence of all
common amino acids (e.g. AAs: Ala, Ser, Trp, Met, Val, Arg,
Phe, Pro, Thr, Gly, Lys, His, Asp, Ile, Leu, Glu, Tyr, Cys, and
Hcy), glutathione (GSH) and common anionic analytes (e.g. F�,
Cl�, Br�, I�, CN�, CH3COO�, H2PO4

�, P4O7
4�, SO4

2�, NO2
�,

NO3
� and HSO3

�) (Fig. 1a). A distinct blue shift of 80 nm of the
CT band at 505 nm was observed in the presence of added CN�

(Fig. 1a inset) and HSO3
� (ESI,† Fig. S22) with an associated

visually detectable change in solution colour from red to yellow.
Reaction of the aldehyde functionality of 1 with cyanide

species (CN� and/or HCN) was expected to yield the corres-
ponding cyanohydrin derivative and this adversely influenced
the CT transition dipole, which was accounted for the observed
blue shift. All other anions, biothiols and amino acids failed to
induce such reaction and these results clearly revealed the
specificity of probe 1 towards CN� and/or HCN in aq-buffer
medium (pH = 7.2). An earlier report revealed that this reagent
can be utilized for the chemodosimetric detection of Cys and
Hcy in acetonitrile-aq. HEPES buffer (10 mM, pH = 7.2) solution
(3 : 7, v/v; RT) and no other amino acid was found to interfere in
the detection process.23 However, our studies revealed that the
solution luminescence of 1, trapped inside the micellar structure
of the CTAB in an essentially aq. HEPES buffer medium
(aq. buffer : DMSO of 250 : 1, v/v), remained practically invariant
in the presence of externally added 10 mole equivalents of various
amino acids (AA: Ala, Ser, Trp, Met, Gln, Val, Arg, Phe, Pro, Thr,
Gly, Lys, His, Asp, Ile, Asn, Leu, Glu, Tyr, Cys, Hcy, and GSH) and

all common anions (e.g. F�, Cl�, Br�, I�, CH3COO�, H2PO4
�,

HSO3
�, P4O7

4�, HSO4
�, NO2

� and NO3
�) except HSO3

� and CN�

(Fig. 1b inset). A switch on the luminescence response was
observed for CN� with a blue shift of B15 nm for the band
maximum, while a very little enhancement in emission intensity
with emission maxima at 548 nm was observed for Cys or GSH.
Hcy failed to induce any change in the spectral pattern for probe 1
(Fig. 1b). Presumably, the micellar structure of CTAB not only
helped in solubilizing probe 1 in aq. buffer medium, but the nano-
compartments also provided a favorable hydrophobic environment
for the interaction of probe 1 and CN�. The use of such micellar
structures in the design of suitable sensors for cationic and anionic
analytes has been reported recently.24 Interestingly, DLS studies
with the solution after the completion of reaction of reagent 1 with
CN�/HCN revealed a small increase in the micellar diameter
(5.3 nm) (ESI,† Fig. S21), suggesting that the micellar structure
remained intact even after the reaction of 1 with HCN/CN�, though
with a little broader diameter distribution. Analogous changes were
also observed for HSO3

�, although the extent of changes was little
less as compared to that observed for CN�.

Systematic absorption spectral titrations were carried out for
varying [CN�] (0–60 mM), while effective [1] was maintained at
20 mM. Upon gradual increase of [CN�], the CT band with
maxima at 505 nm was found to bleach with a concomitant
increase of a new band with maximum at 425 nm (Fig. 1a). No
further change in the absorption spectral pattern was observed
after 3 mole equivalents of [CN�]. The titration spectral pattern
also revealed three simultaneous isosbestic points at 272 nm,
340 nm and 447 nm, which indicated that the reactant and the
product (absorbing species) existed in equilibrium.

As mentioned earlier, steady state emission studies showed a
weak emission band with lMax

Ems of 548 nm (F = 0.009; lExt of 430 nm)

Fig. 1 Changes in (a) absorption and (b) emission spectra of 1 (20 mM) in
the presence of 0–3 mole equivalents of NaCN: inset: (i) change in the
absorption and (ii) emission spectra of 1 (20 mM) in the absence and
presence of 10 equivalents of X (X = F�, Cl�, Br�, I�, CN�, HSO4

�, NO2
�,

NO3
�, OAc�, and H2PO4

�), different AAs and 10 mole equivalents of GSH.
lExt of 430 nm was used for all luminescence studies; inset (iii): photograph
showing the visually detectable changes in solution colour and fluores-
cence for 1 (10 mM) in the presence of 1.9 mM (threshold concentration of
CN� for safe drinking water) and 20 mM of NaCN. All studies were
performed in 10 mM aq. HEPES-DMSO (250 : 1, v/v) having 1.2 mM CTAB
(pH 7.2) and a handheld 365 nm UV lamp was used for illumination.
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for 1 (Fig. 1b). Systematic emission titration with 20 mM of
1 revealed an appreciable enhancement in emission intensity
(F = 0.05, lExt = 430 nm) with a slight blue shift in the band
maximum (lMax

Ems = 535 nm) upon gradual increase in [CN�]
(0–3 mole equivalent) (Fig. 1b). Relative luminescence quantum
yield for 1 and 1.CN� were evaluated using coumarin-6 (F =
0.78) in ethanol solution as a standard. The excitation spectra
of 1 in the presence of 3 mole equivalents of CN� (lEms =
535 nm) showed a maxima at B425 nm and this implied that
the final emission state for the cyanohydrin derivative was
different from that of reagent 1 (ESI,† Fig. S5). Results of
interference studies carried out in the presence of 200 mM of
all common anions and amino acids/biothiols (ESI,† Fig. S6)
using 20 mM 1 in 10 mM aq. HEPES buffer and 1.2 mM CTAB
(pH = 7.2) clearly revealed that there was no interference from
other anions and AAs, while interferences from GSH and Cys
were kept to a bare minimum under the present experimental
conditions. As discussed earlier, interference was observed only
from hydrogen sulphite. Analogous interference experiments
were also performed with GSH or Cys in the presence of 50 mole
equivalents of NEM (N-ethylmaleimide), added prior to the
addition of reagent 1. The very small decrease in emission
intensities that were earlier observed at 535 nm was restored
(ESI,† Fig. S7). NEM is known to selectively block GSH or Cys
and this confirmed that the interference from GSH and Cys
in the quantitative estimation of CN� was truly minimal. Thus,
these results clearly illustrate the specificity of the present
reagent towards CN� under the present experimental condi-
tions. Job plot analysis confirmed a 1 : 1 binding stoichiometry
(ESI,† Fig. S8) and the increase in emission intensity as
a function of [CN�] was found to be linear for [CN�] of the
0–8 mM region ([1] is 10 mM). This linear calibration plot could
be used for the quantitative estimation of CN� and/or HCN in
aq. buffer medium (ESI,† Fig. S9). The lowest detection limit of
CN� was evaluated to be 2.86 � 10�7 M, which is much lower
than the threshold limit set by WHO (1.9 mM) for safe drinking
water.8a A visually detectable change in solution fluorescence
was also observed for solution having a [NaCN] of 1.9 mM
(Fig. 1, inset iii) and this has made this reagent suitable for a
‘‘yes–no’’ type binary response for the in-field detection of CN�

and/or HCN in pure aqueous medium (ESI,† Fig. S10). Exam-
ples of such fluorescence-based reagents are rather rare in the
existing literature.8b,c The results of our studies revealed that
the efficiency of the detection process for HSO3

� was lower as
compared to that for cyanide (ESI,† Fig. S22 and S23).

The spectral response of probe 1 (20 mM) in an essentially aq.
HEPES medium having 1.2 mM CTAB solution was examined in
the absence and presence of 10 mole equiv. of NaCN at different
pH values (pH = 3–9). The results revealed that the absorbance at
425 nm as well as the steady state emission intensity at 535 nm
for solution 1 remained practically invariant over the entire
pH range that we studied. However, the reaction of 1 with the
cyanide species was found to be efficient over the pH range
of 5–8 (ESI,† Fig. S11 and S12). Time dependent fluorescence
at 535 nm was monitored with different concentrations of
CN�, which revealed that the reaction was completed within

10 minutes (ESI,† Fig. S13). Thus, results of all spectroscopic
studies confirmed that probe 1 could preferentially react with
cyanide species in an essentially aq. buffer medium within the
pH range of 5–8, while the presence of the large excess of GSH,
AAs and various anionic analytes failed to interfere with the
detection processes. Furthermore, changes in electronic and
luminescence spectral patterns in the visible region were large
enough for CN� to induce a visually detectable change in the
solution colour to allow its naked eye detection (ESI,† Fig. S10).

To ascertain the formation of a corresponding cyanohydrin
derivative, 1H NMR spectra were recorded (in DMSO-d6) in the
absence and presence of different concentrations of CN�

(TBACN). Upon formation of cyanohydrin, the sharp signal
for HCHO at 9.83 ppm disappeared with a simultaneous appear-
ance of a new signal at d = 8.33 ppm (ESI,† Fig. S14). This new
signal was ascribed to the H–CH(OH)(CN) proton of the newly
formed cyanohydrin derivative. Furthermore, anticipated
upfield shifts were also observed for other aromatic protons
of reagent 1.13c,14b The formation of the corresponding cyano-
hydrin was also confirmed by the signal at m/z = 245.0784 (m/z
calcd. is 245.08 for 1 + CN� + H+) (ESI,† Fig. S15).

Having a molecular probe that could effectively detect CN�

and/or HCN under physiological conditions, we explored the
possibility of developing a fluorescence-based assay for study-
ing the hydrolysis of amygdalin by an important enzyme like
b-glucosidase. b-Glucosidase plays diverse and important roles
in prokaryotes and eukaryotes.25–27 This class of enzymes pre-
sent in bacteria and fungi are crucial for biomass conversion,25

while for animals these are essential for glycosphingolipid
metabolism.26 In higher plants, these are used in chemical
defence against herbivores and pathogens through cyanogenesis
in plants, lignifications and regulation of phytohormones by
inducing hydrolysis of their inactive hormone–glucoside conju-
gates.27 Considering the significance of the enzymatic activity of
b-glucosidase, developing an effective and sensitive assay for this
crucial enzyme is of vital importance. Enzyme assays are important
to assess the performance of enzyme in high-throughput
screening. Conventionally, chromatographic methodology or
oligosaccharide substrates functionalized with an appropriate
fluorophore moiety through an ether linkage is used for devel-
oping an assay for such enzyme.28 However, the synthesis of
such functionalized oligosaccharide substrates generally involves
intricate synthetic methodologies and above all, the solubility of
such a reagent in aqueous medium or under physiological con-
ditions is limited. This means the use of such fluorogenic
oligosaccharides is in slurry, which is barely homogeneous.28

Considering these limitations, the possibility of using a small
molecule that shows a fluorescence turn-on response upon
quantitative reaction with the hydrolyzed product of the
b-glucosidase has significance for developing a more efficient
assay methodology. To explore such a possibility for 1, this
reagent was used to assay b-glucosidase activity on amygdalin, a well
known cyanogenic glycoside found in bitter almond. Amygdalin
is known to release CN� and/or HCN depending on media pH
upon metabolism by b-glucosidase (ESI,† Scheme S1).29 The
results discussed above clearly indicate that CN� and/or HCN
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could react with probe 1 to yield a corresponding cyanohydrin
derivative with significant enhancement in luminescence with
maxima at 535 nm (Fig. 2a). Accordingly, the hydrolysis reac-
tion of amygdalin by b-glucosidase in aqueous medium pH of
7.2 was monitored through the increase in luminescence
intensity of 1 (20 mM) at 535 nm as a function of time as well
as a function of the [b-glucosidase] (0–0.0176 UN ml�1) in
10 mM HEPES/1.2 mM CTAB pH 7.2, with amygdalin (1 mM)
(Fig. 2b). In the absence of b-glucosidase, fluorescence intensity
at 535 nm remained unaltered; while a subsequent increase in
emission intensity was observed as a function of [b-glucosidase].
At pH 7.2, cyanide (pKa = 9.21) is expected to exist in solution
predominantly as HCN (B99%). Thus, HCN produced through
hydrolysis of amygdalin reacted with the probe molecule (1) to
generate the corresponding cyanohydrin compound with an asso-
ciated increase in emission intensity at 535 nm. For [b-glucosidase]
of 0.0176 UN ml�1, reaction was mostly complete (B90%)
within 5 min. To confirm that the emission enhancement
was solely due to the reaction of HCN and/or CN� that was
produced through hydrolysis of amygdalin by b-glucosidase,
control experiments in the absence of amygdalin under other-
wise identical experimental conditions were carried out and no
enhancement in emission intensity was observed. This confirms
that emission enhancement occurs only when both amygdalin
and b-glucosidase are present and HCN/CN� is produced by
the hydrolysis of amygdalin by b-glucosidase (ESI,† Fig. S16). We
have also performed control experiments under identical experi-
mental conditions with other disaccharides that did not contain
any cyano group, but are known to be hydrolysed by b-glucosidase
to produce glucose and benzaldehyde. Accordingly, analogous
studies with two different disaccharides (maltose and lactose) and
glucose did not show any change in luminescence intensity at
535 nm, compared to changes that were observed for amygdalin
(ESI,† Fig. S16).30 These results further confirm that other
byproducts of the hydrolysis reaction, i.e., glucose and

benzaldehyde, do not have any influence in the emission
enhancement. Thus, the above discussed methodology could
be utilized for the development of an effective assay for a
significant enzyme like b-glucosidase for studying the hydro-
lysis of amygdalin.

Another set of control experiments with [b-glucosidase]
(0.0105 UN ml�1) in 10 mM HEPES/1.2 mM CTAB pH 7.2,
and amygdalin (1 mM) were performed in the absence and
presence of HNL (3 UN ml�1) and luminescence intensity of the
respective solution was monitored for 10 minutes. Similar
emission intensities at 535 nm for both solutions ensured
complete degradation of amygdalin by b-glucosidase into two
equivalents of glucose, and one equivalent of benzaldehyde and
cyanide species (ESI,† Fig. S17). Michaelis constant (Km) was
evaluated from the time dependent luminescence studies of
1 (20 mM) and b-glucosidase (0.014 UN ml�1) with varying
[amygdalin] (0.4–1.0 mM) in solution. Initial rates (v) were
calculated for the first five minutes and Km (4.68 � 10�4 M)
was evaluated from the slope of the plot of 1/v vs. 1/[amygdalin]
(ESI,† Fig. S18). Slight variation in the evaluated Km value, from
those reported in the literature,17b,19a could be ascribed to
slightly different assay conditions. Thus, our studies confirmed
that reagent (1) can be utilized as a fluorescence based assay for
the industrially and biologically significant enzyme b-glucosidase
and such examples are scarce in the contemporary literature.
To illustrate the versatility of probe molecule 1, as a reagent for
developing luminescence based enzymatic assay, a similar
enzymatic process, the hydrolysis of mandelonitrile (MNDL)
by HNL (from Arabidopsis thaliana) into the corresponding
benzaldehyde and cyanide species, was also examined (Fig. 2c).
Luminescence enhancement was observed upon hydrolysis of
MNDL with HNL and this could be utilized for evaluating the
Michaelis constant (5.76 � 10�4) for HNL, (ESI,† Fig. S19), which
was close to the value reported earlier for this reaction.17a

Finally, we have explored the possibility of detection and
imaging of the cellular uptake of cyanide ions in cellular environ-
ments using the apparent switch on the fluorescence response of
this reagent. For this purpose, human breast adenocarcinoma
cells (MDA-MB-231 cells) were treated with 1 (10 mM) at 37 1C.
These cells were then washed twice with phosphate buffer
saline solution (PBS) to remove excess adhered probe mole-
cules. MDA-MB-231 cells, pre-treated with 1, were incubated
with an aq. solution of CN� (200 mM) for 15 minutes and
washed with PBS, following which both phase contrast and
fluorescence intensity images were collected in the absence
and presence of CN� (Fig. 3). Fig. 3B and C clearly demonstrate
that probe molecule 1 is cell permeable, while MTT assay shows
the nominal toxicity of the sensor molecule (ESI,† Fig. S20).

These results suggest that probe 1 could be utilized for the
detection of uptake of cyanide species in cells pre-exposed to an
aq. solution of NaCN. Fluorescence intensity and overlay
images (Fig. 3B, C, E and F) illustrate that cells treated with
only 1 have very weak emission whereas those incubated with
CN�, showed a considerable enhancement in the fluorescence
intensity (Fig. 3E and F). We note, however, that these intensity
images (Fig. 3B and E) provide an average behaviour of the

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic representation of hydrolysis of amygdalin by
b-glucosidase. Time dependent luminescence intensity measurements
(lEms = 535 nm & lExt = 430 nm) of 1 (20 mM) in the presence of (b) amygdalin
(1 mM) with varying concentrations of b-glucosidase (0–0.0176 UN ml�1)
at pH 7.2 and (c) mandelonitrile (1 mM) with varying concentrations of HNL
(0–5 UN ml�1) at pH 6.5. All studies were performed in an essentially aq.
buffer (10 mM aq. HEPES-DMSO (250 : 1, v/v)) medium having 1.2 mM CTAB.
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intensity response of probe 1 in an ensemble of cells, and it
is inappropriate to comment on the spatial distribution of
cyanide uptake from intensity measurements alone.

The resulting spatial variation in emission intensity of probe
1 due to non-uniform labelling of cells can be easily noticed in
the higher magnification TIRF images (Fig. 4a and b). Further-
more, a close inspection of individual cells revealed the existence
of locally emissive bright spots over a relatively weak cytoplasmic
background, suggesting the accumulation of probe 1 in various
microscopic sub-cellular domains within the cytoplasm of each
cell even in the absence of cyanide (Fig. 4a). As a result, it was
challenging to determine whether the enhancement of intensity
within the sub-cellular regions arises from sensor accumulation
in different microscopic spatial locations or due to the formation
of strongly luminescent cyanohydrin derivatives upon reaction
with cyanide species. Therefore, using only emission intensity as
a sole observable, it was not possible to determine the efficiency
of probe 1 for cyanide detection in different sub-cellular regions.
Since probe 1 also undergoes a blue shift in its emission spectral
envelope upon cyanide binding, we surmised that colorimetric

discrimination between various regions in individual cells might
provide more insight into cyanide detection in cells. However,
solution studies point out that the spectral blue-shift was
not pronounced (B15 nm) and therefore it was extremely
challenging to detect the subtle color changes either visually or by
dual-color imaging using energetically separated emission filters.

This prompted us to perform spatially-resolved fluorescence
spectroscopy measurements on single cells labelled with probe
1. Fig. 4c and d showed several characteristic emission spectra
of probe 1 that were collected from different microscopic
domains (0.5 � 0.5 mm2) of a single cell, in the absence and
presence of cyanide ions. It should be noted that these repre-
sentative emission spectra shown in Fig. 4c and d are only a few
of several hundreds of emission profiles collected from various
local intracellular regions, over 15 different cells. Spatially-
resolved spectroscopy revealed that the emission maxima of
probe 1 in the absence of cyanide were located close to
B550 nm, which shifted to slightly shorter wavelengths along
with enhanced emission intensities (for a considerable fraction
of spatial locations) in the presence of cyanide. We note,
however, that due to the non-homogeneous cellular medium,
probe 1 exhibited a range of emission maxima, likely arising
from fluctuations in local environmental polarity where the
probes were embedded. To understand whether an observed
spectral shift was indeed due to the detection of cyanide in a
particular microscopic (sub-cellular) region, we extracted the
integrated intensity and transition energy from each emission
profile, and generated a scatter plot considering a large number
(B470) of such spatially-resolved emission spectra in the absence
and presence of cyanide (Fig. 4e and f, ESI,† Fig. S24). In this
scatter plot, we found several spots which have similar values of
both intensity and transition energies in the absence and
presence of cyanide. However, the qualitative change in the shape
of the scatter plots indicated that a large fraction of spectra have
relatively high values of intensity as well as transition energy, a
signature of cyanide detection. Therefore, those spatial locations
where there was a significant (45 nm) blue-shift of spectral peak

Fig. 3 Phase contrast (left panels), fluorescence microscopy (middle
panels) at 10� magnification, and the overlay images (right panels) of the
same lateral area for MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with 1 (10 mM), in the
absence (A–C) and presence (D–F) of NaCN (200 mM). Scale bar is 50 mm.

Fig. 4 TIRF microscopy images (a and b) of single MDA-MB-231 cells treated with 1, and representative spatially-resolved emission spectra (c and d) in the
absence (a and c) and presence (b and d) of cyanide. Circles within the images represent microscopic regions (B0.5� 0.5 mm2) within different locations of
the cell from which fluorescence spectra were acquired (color matched with circles). Scatter plots (e and f) of emission spectral maxima against integrated
intensity (circles) in the absence (e) and presence (f) of cyanide species depicting the variation in sensing efficiency in cellular environments.
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positions along with considerable intensity enhancement
of probe 1 were likely to have more cyanide present as compared
to other locations (with nominal shift) within the cellular environ-
ment. The observed heterogeneity in the emission spectra
collected from different microscopic regions also indicates that,
for a given (fixed) incubation concentration of cyanide ions,
the proportion of cyanide-bound probe 1 present in different
sub-cellular regions is likely to be non-uniform.

To illustrate the relative changes in the spectral response in
various microscopic sub-cellular regions, we have constructed
distributions of both spectral peak positions (transition energies)
and emission intensity, which are overlaid on the scatter plots
(Fig. 4e, f and Fig. S24, ESI†). We find that the mean value (standard
deviation) of transition energy shifts from B549 nm (3.5 nm) to
B544 nm (4 nm) in the presence of cyanide, while the average
emission intensity increases from 4995 cps to 11 810 cps. The
widths of distributions in the absence of cyanide can be used as a
qualitative indicator for a sensory response due to local environ-
mental fluctuations within cells. Therefore, the relatively large
change in both these distributions in the presence of cyanide
suggests that the sensor’s spectral response due to cyanide
detection is greater than those arising from changes in the local
environment. Attempts are currently being made to develop a
methodology to further discriminate between spectral varia-
tions arising from local environmental fluctuations in the
vicinity of probe 1 and the effect of cyanide binding/detection
at different sub-cellular regions.

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that a simple luminophore
could be used as a chemodosimetric probe for the specific recogni-
tion of cyanide species (CN� and/or HCN) in an ensemble of all
common anions, amino acids and GSH in an essentially aqueous
buffer medium at physiological pH. The switch on the lumines-
cence response at 535 nm could be utilized for achieving a lower
detection limit of 0.286 mM for cyanide ion and this value was
much lower than the threshold cyanide ion concentration of
1.9 mM for safe drinking water set by WHO. Specificity and the
visually detectable change in solution luminescence at a [CN�] of
1.9 mM offers the opportunity to use this reagent as an optical
sensor for in-field applications. The release of CN� and/or HCN (at
physiological pH) from amygdalin and mandelonitrile by impor-
tant enzymes like b-glucosidase and hydroxynitrile lyase, respec-
tively, could also be probed by monitoring the luminescence
enhancement of probe 1 and this also helped us in developing
an efficient and sensitive assay for two important enzymatic
reactions. Importantly, this reagent showed insignificant toxicity
towards live MDA-MB-231 cells and the results of the imaging
studies further revealed that this chemodosimetric reagent could
be utilized for the detection of cyanide ion uptake in live cells.
Imaging studies using TIRF microscopy showed that the sole
dependence on the increase in the luminescence intensity of the
sensor within single cell studies might not provide all the necessary
information while exploring the cellular uptake of CN�. In contrast,

spatially-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy measurements per-
formed over a large number of microscopic domains (over several
cells) reveal the overall shift in distribution of transition energies as
well as integrated emission intensities. This demonstrates that a
combination of both spectral shift and emission enhancement
provides more conclusive evidence of the cellular uptake of cyanide,
and offers a way to probe changes in the sensory response due to
variation in local environments within cells and that due to cyanide
detection. We are exploring how such spatially-resolved spectral
data can be better analyzed to extract more quantitative informa-
tion on the non-uniformity in the relative proportion of analytes at
various local sub-cellular regions.
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